Let £ be a compact independent subset of an l.c.a. group G; ftx, ■ ■ ■ , ftn+i continuous regular bounded Borel measures on G; and kx,-■ ■ ,kn integers. Let kiXE={k¡x\xe E}. We prove (1) Hi * ■ ■ ■ * ßn+1(k1xE+-■ +knxE)=0
1. In [2, Theorem 2], Hartman and Ryll-Nardzewski showed neatly that if px and p2 are continuous bounded measures on F, the circle group, and Fc ris a compact independent subset of F, then px * p2(E)=0. In a more complicated manner, Salinger and Varopoulos proved this result for any metrizable group G in [4, Theorem 1] . We prove a generalization of this theorem which holds for an arbitrary nondiscrete l.c.a. group G.
We denote by Z the set of all integers, Z+ = {k e Z\k>0}. A set £c(j is independent if the equation kxex + -• -+knen=0, kteZ, eieE, yields ktei = 0 for all /=1, • • ■ ,n or the e¿'s are not distinct. Note that an independent set may contain 0. We set kxE={ke\e e E}, and nE= {ex-\-\-er\eteE} for keZ, neZ+; Ex + E2={ex + e2\exe Ex,e2e E2}. M(G) is the set of bounded regular Borel measures on G.
Here is our main result.
Theorem. If G is a locally compact abelian group, E<-G a compact independent subset, px, • • • , pn+x e M(G) positive continuous measures, kt e Z, i= 1, • • ■ , n, and x0 e G, then Pi * ■ ■ ■ * Pn+iiki x E + ■ ■ ■ + kn x E -x0) = 0.
At the end of the proof of the theorem, we will derive the following corollary:
Corollary.
If G is an l.c.a. group, H^G is a closed nondiscrete" subgroup with Haar measure h, x0 e G, and E^G is compact independent, then h{(GpE-x0)r\H] = 0, where GpE= (J£=i «(FU-F). For xXt¿x2, suppose there is a fixed element y0 e E-x,n£-x2; then ya=e0-xx=fo-x2, where e0,foe E are fixed. Hence,
If y g F-x,n£-x2 is arbitrary, then y=e-xx=f-x2 for certain e,fe E, so and 1«1(F-x,nF-x2) = 0, by continuity of px. (Since e0-xx=f0-x2=y0, we actually have card^3.) The set ofx with px(E-x)>0 is then countable, since it is easy to see that otherwise 11^11 = 00. Hence by (1) and the continuity of p2, we have px * p2(E) = 0. If x0 e G, px * p2(E-x0) = l(oXf¡ * px) * p2] = 0, where bx is the point mass at x0. Finally, in the case kx jt= 1, kx x E is also compact independent, so the Theorem holds for n = 1. We now suppose the Theorem holds for n-1 and all kx, • • • , kn_x e Z; we show it holds for n. Let px, ■ ■ ■ , pn+x, kx, ■ ■ ■ , kn and x0 be given. c (Ar, + k2) x E +■■■ +kN x E + kV by (6). Hence the union of such sets (with two subscripts equal) is contained in the union of the (A) sets U, ..., , and thus has px * ■ ■ ■ * /u,1+1-measure less than ó, by (5). This completes the proof of the Lemma.
For convenience we will assume, relabelling if necessary, that ix = 1, • • • , in=n. We write Pi*--' *A*»+i(2fe< x Ei) (8) = \px *■ ■ -*pni 2 k, x Ei -x\ dpn+x(x).
We claim that (n n \ 2 ki x Ei -xx n 2 ki x Ei -x21 = 0.
Then as in the proof of the case «=1, we have px * ■ • • * pn(2. kiXEi-x) = 0 except for perhaps countably many x, and we obtain, by (8),
(9) Pi*--*Pn+i(ZkiX E¡}=0, contradicting (4) and hence (3). We will thus obtain (10) px*---*pn+x(2kiX e) =0.
\ i /
To prove the claim, suppose there is a fixed y0 e (2 /c¿x£¿-xx)C\ (2 kiXEi-x2). Then Since one of the first two terms of (12) must be nonzero, we must have (again by independence) that one of e¡ or/ must equal e" or/", the latter two being fixed. Then by (11.3) and (11.4), eithery=kje0¡ + '2i¥,jkiei-xx, y=kjf°j + 2ilijkiei-xx,y=kje0j+'Zi¥jkifi-x2,OTy=kjß+2i^jkifi-x2; Note that the requirement that pt is positive may be lifted by passing to the total variation measure.
If G is a compact nondiscrete group with Haar measure h, E^G compact independent, and Gp(E)=\J^=xn(E\J -£), then our Theorem implies at once that h(GpE) = 0. Indeed, /; is a bounded, continuous, idempotent measure, and thus annihilates 22-i kt x E for all n and k¡. Our Corollary is a generalization of this, due to Graham [1] (who strengthened Rudin [3, 5.3 .6]), giving a proof considerably simpler than Graham's.
Proof of Corollary.
Given a closed set S<^G, define h\s(A) = h(AC\Sr\H) for all A^G, A Borel. In particular, we may write h\H=h, and thus consider /? as a (possibly unbounded) measure on G. We claim that if 5cH and A^G are compact sets, then setting B=A-nS for any n e Z+, we obtain I would like to express my gratitude to the referee for his helpful remarks and criticisms.
